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BANDING TAPE APPLICATION GUIDE
PAR H200, Hyperten® & Polyglas®

DESCRIPTION

General guidelines for the storage and use of PAR banding tapes under the trade names PAR H200, Hyperten® & Polyglas®.

This guide should be read in conjunction with the individual product technical data sheets.

STORAGE

As banding tape is a B-stage material with a shelf-life, it should be stored under refrigeration when not in use in the original 

packaging.  Storage temperatures and shelf-life as per individual technical data sheets.

The banding tape should be removed from the refrigerator approximately 24 hours before use and allowed to reach

ambient temperatures.  The banding tape should be kept in it's original packaging at this stage to avoid the risk of

condensation/moisture forming on the tape.

If the banding tape is still cold and has not reached ambient temperatures of around 20 - 25
ο
C at the point of application, 

the tape will not unwind properly and may also chatter or break easily.

If any tape is remaining after use, a knot should be tied in the end, then it should be retuned to refrigeration in it's original

packaging, which should be securely re-sealed.

TAPE UNWINDING

As banding tape is produced from individual glass yarns, the tape can easily split.  To avoid splitting of the tape, a knot should 

be tied in the end before use ensuring an even pull and unwind of the tape from the roll.

Whenever the tape is cut, always ensure a knot is tied at the end.

APPLICATION TEMPERATURE

Depending on the type of machinery to be banded, banding tape is suitable for use via either 'cold application' or 'hot

application'.

Cold Application - 20 - 25
οοοοC

Cold application should only be used on small armatures operating at low rpm or for transformer core banding.

Cold application results in very low retained tension (10 - 15%), and the resin will not flow and consolidate the layers during

application.  The tape will also become looser as it relaxes during the cure cycle.

Hot Application - 80 - 100
o
C

Hot application should be used when banding high speed armatures, as this typically results in 60 - 70% retained tension.

Retained tension is the key criteria for successful banding.

Hot application process
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BANDING TENSION & SPEED

Banding tapes should always be applied under tension and at the correct speed, as these factors are also key for successful

banding.

As such, a calibrated tension measuring device is necessary to obtain consistent results.

Uniform tension across the width of the tape is necessary to obtain optimum strength, as well as a smooth, jerk-free

unwinding and application of the tape.  Jerking during application may cause the tape to snap.

Too little tension results in poor retained tension, too much tension results in dry bands and delamination, as well as

possible damage to underlying insulation or substrate.

Recommended Pull 80 - 100Kgs per 10mm width

Temperature 80 - 100
ο
C

Banding speed 10 metres per minute

FORMULA FOR CALCULATING TANGENITAL FORCE

F (Kgs) = P x R x N
2

F = Force (Kgs)

5.6 x 10
6

P = Weight of windings (Kgs)

R = Reading distance (mm) between winding & axis of rotation

N = Maximum service speed (RPM)

FORMULA FOR CALCULATING NUMBER OF TURNS OF BANDING TAPE

n = F x Ks F = Force (Kgs) as calculated above

C x L L = Width of tape used (Cms)

Ks = Safety factor coefficient (Normally Ks = 5)

C = Tensile breaking strength of cured tape (Kgs/Cm) 

FINAL LOCKING OF TAPE

After completion of the band, the end of the tape should be secured via use of a hot knife or soldering iron.

Failure to do so will result in slippage of the tape and loss of tension.

CURING

Cure as recommended on the individual technical data sheets.

NOTES

The advice, formulas and calculations contained hereon are intended only as a guide.  The user must evaluate their 

appropriateness for use in each particular application.

The following points are critical for successful banding:

> Applied taping tension

> Temperature during application

> Taping speed

> Cure cycle

> Safety factor

The definition of the safety factor is the sole responsibility of the user.  This is strongly linked to the risk definition and

depends on the type of rotating machine, weight of rotor, rotational speed etc.

Furthermore, this is also related to the specific application and segment where the motor will be used.


